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Possessive Pronouns Quiz

 Tom left ________ bag at school.                                                  

( A. his / B. hers )

The wallet with a lot of money in it is ________.                             

( A. their / B. yours )

Chris and Kelly brought ________ daughter to school.                  

( A. ours / B. their)

Is this ________ pencil?                                                       

( A. your / B. yours )

That's not Chris' jacket. It's ________.                                       

( A. mine / B. their )

The cute white puppy is ________.                                                    

( A. ours / B. her )

Kelly forget to bring ________ homework today.                             

( A. theirs / B. her )

Who's food is this? Is it ________?                                  

 ( A. yours / B. their )

This house belongs to Zara and Ben. It's ________.                       

( A. ours / B. theirs )

Have you seen David? I think this pen is ________.                       

( A. his / B. theirs )

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Fill in the blank space with the correct possessive pronoun.
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ANSWERS

 Tom left ________ bag at school.                                                  

( A. his / B. hers )

The wallet with a lot of money in it is ________.                             

( A. their / B. yours )

Chris and Kelly brought ________ daughter to school.                  

( A. ours / B. their)

Is this ________ pencil?                                                       

( A. your / B. yours )

That's not Chris' jacket. It's ________.                                       

( A. mine / B. their )

The cute white puppy is ________.                                                    

( A. ours / B. her )

Kelly forget to bring ________ homework today.                             

( A. theirs / B. her )

Who's food is this? Is it ________?                                  

 ( A. yours / B. their )

This house belongs to Zara and Ben. It's ________.                       

( A. ours / B. theirs )

Have you seen David? I think this pen is ________.                       

( A. his / B. theirs )

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Fill in the blank space with the correct possessive pronoun.


